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Abstract
CubeSats are compact, relatively inexpensive satellites that are often used for space
research. In order to perform research related to electric propulsion devices, the Western
Aerospace Launch Initiative (WALI) requires a medium-sized CubeSat capable of separating into
two bodies while in orbit. Intentional separation is not common in CubeSats, so two original
concepts were designed and simulated using 3D CAD and finite element analysis software. These
designs were compared based on factors including weight, cost, size, and their potential to fail due
to creation of debris or binding between components, in order to determine which will more
effectively execute the mission. Of the two alternatives, the design incorporating an off-the shelf
release mechanism was recommended. However, if the pin-puller design is used, much more
testing is required to qualify it for space. A prototype of the pin-puller design was constructed and
evaluated using a pendulum testing procedure developed specifically for the WALI CubeSat. This
method was adequate for approximating the linear separation velocity of the two satellites. For
greater precision, air table testing is recommended.
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Introduction
CubeSats are compact satellites employed by many organizations for a variety of purposes,

such as research, broadcasting, and space exploration. The relatively low cost of CubeSats make
them ideal for a variety of applications that may not warrant a full-sized satellite.
The Western Aerospace Launch Initiative (WALI), one of Western M ichigan University’s
student organizations, is currently constructing a CubeSat to perform a plasma spectroscopy
experiment in space. This experiment will determine if plasma plume diagnostics can be safely
performed on a satellite’s electric propulsion devices using a secondary satellite. This method is of
interest to the Department of Defense, since many of their satellites rely on electric propulsion
devices. WALI will conduct this experiment using one 12-kilogram satellite that will separate into
two satellites shortly after deployment into its orbit. One satellite, labeled the Emitter Satellite (ESat), will emit a plasma plume. The other satellite, labeled the Detector Satellite (D-Sat), will
observe the E-Sat plume and record data. The separation mechanism bridges these two satellites
and acts as one face of each structure, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 - Satellites in coupled configuration (left) and de-coupled configuration (right)

In this capstone project, mechanical engineering students design the mechanism required
to separate the two satellites. The mechanism design is in accordance with standards outlined by
1

the University Nanosatellite Program (UNP) User’s Guide. External documents, advice, and
standards that influence the design include several NASA documents, advice from Air Force
Research Laboratory (AFRL), and Planetary Systems Corporation’s requirements for using a
Canisterized Satellite Dispenser (CSD).

1.1 Report Structure
This report first states the project’s scope and requirements. Discussed next are several
approaches to meet these requirements and further investigation into the two most feasible
approaches with component selection, calculations, and analyses. Following this is a discussion of
mechanism-testing methods, along with observations of a working prototype in these tests. This
report concludes with recommendations for WALI as they test future prototypes and integrate this
design into their CubeSat.
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Scope and Project Requirements

2.1 Objective
The objective of this project is to design, simulate, construct, and test a prototype
separation mechanism capable of slowly and predictably separating the satellites while in low earth
orbit. The project’s deliverables fall into three major categories established by WALI: design,
simulation, and testing.
The first category, mechanism design, includes selection of major components through
trade studies, modeling of the mechanism structure, and integration of appropriate actuation
devices into the design. The trade study for selection of an off-the-shelf component involves
researching the specifications of several models, weighting the desired attributes, and rating the
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devices accordingly. The iterative design process for the mechanism involved 3D modeling with
repeated static and random vibration simulations.
The second category is mechanism simulation, which includes static load and vibration
analyses performed using finite element analysis software, as well as numerical dynamic analyses.
In static load analyses, the separation mechanism was subjected to gravity loads in X, Y, and Z
directions in three separate simulations, with magnitude 35 times those of Earth’s 1 . Vibration
analysis is composed of two different types of simulations: a simulation to determine natural
frequencies, and three separate simulations for random vibration in the X, Y, and Z axes . The first
natural frequency of the satellite must be above 100 hertz 1 . It must also be able to endure a
baseline random vibration spectrum without failure 1 . Dynamic analysis involves determining the
final separation velocity of the satellite halves, and ensuring that it is below the given value of 8
centimeters per second. Numerical analysis software is suitable for these calculations.
The final category of project objectives is mechanism testing, which includes constructing a
prototype and performing pendulum testing. The aim of testing is to simulate a weightless
environment and observe the initial separation velocity once the mechanism is triggered. The
results may be compared to values obtained in the dynamic calculations.

2.2 System Requirements
The requirements for the satellite and separation mechanism were outlined in materials
provided by WALI, and were assembled from the mission requirements and chapter 7 of the UNP
User’s Guide. The mission requirements are additional standards set by WALI specifically for the
mission, separation mechanism, or other subsystems. Table 1 is a summary of the requirements
applicable to this project.
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Table 1 - System requirements
Requirement

Source

The separation mechanism shall not exceed a volume 211.8 mm wide,
100 mm tall, and 60 mm deep
The separation mechanism shall not generate debris

Mission
requirement
Mission
requirement
Mission
requirement
Mission
requirement
Mission
requirement
UNP User’s
Guide

The separation mechanism may not exceed its allocated mass of 700
grams
The satellites shall not exceed a relative separation velocity of 8 cm/s
The satellites shall not exceed a relative rotational velocity of 0.1 rad/s
The smallsat shall be designed to withstand the launch and on-orbit
environments of the launch vehicle without mechanical failure, leaking
fluids, or releasing any unnecessary debris
The space vehicle shall be designed to withstand the launch vehicle
vibroacoustic environment
Retaining devices that rely solely on friction shall not be used
Pyrotechnic devices/ mechanisms shall not be used
Welded joints or case metallic components shall not be used
No material shall be used with a melting point high enough to allow a
sample to reach the earth with greater than 15 joules of energy
No material shall be used that can undergo a phase change in the launch
or on-orbit environment
Factors of safety to be used are 2.0 for yield and 2.6 for ultimate
The smallsat shall have a fundamental frequency above 100 Hz
Composite materials shall not be used for the primary structure
Epoxies, adhesives, or tape shall not be used to join structural
components. (particularly in the primary structure, in the load path of
deployable mechanisms, or in the instances where a failure of that part
results in a potential hazard)
Cables, lines, cords, plastic parts, or other non-metallic “soft goods”
shall not be used in the primary structure as a means of retaining
deployable mechanisms or for components that could break loose from
the spacecraft if the adhesive were to fail. These joining methods shall
also not be relied upon to provide the required redundancy for metallic
fastener
A machined, all-metallic primary structure shall be used
Threaded fasteners with back-out protection for joining components and
assemblies shall be used
Multiple fasteners shall be used for joining components such that failure
of one fastener will not cause a hazardous situation

Verification
Method
Design
Design/ Test
Design
Test
Test
Analysis/
Test

UNP User’s
Guide
UNP User’s
Guide
UNP User’s
Guide
UNP User’s
Guide
UNP User’s
Guide
UNP User’s
Guide
UNP User’s
Guide
UNP User’s
Guide
UNP User’s
Guide
UNP User’s
Guide

Analysis/Test

UNP User’s
Guide

Design

UNP User’s
Guide
UNP User’s
Guide
UNP User’s
Guide

Design/
Inspection
Design/
Inspection
Design/
Inspection

Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design/
Analysis
Analysis/
Test
Design
Design
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Considered Design Options
The separation mechanism makes up one wall of each CubeSat’s structure. A redundant

release device must securely link the two 10 cm by 21.18 cm panels. Along with the requirements
stated previously, it is important that risk of failure be minimized in this design. Two approaches
were examined for coupling and de-coupling the two structures: an off-the-shelf aerospace release
device, or a custom design featuring a link with retractable pin connections.

3.1 Off-the-Shelf Release Mechanisms
The simplest, best-proven, but most expensive method for separating the two satellites is to
link the satellites using an off-the-shelf release device purchased from an aerospace components
manufacturer. Products considered included Frangibolts and Ejector Release M echanisms from
TiNi Aerospace, non-pyrotechnic Hold Down and Release M echanisms from NEA Electronics and
Glenair, and Tension Releases from Cooper Industries. Figure 2 shows an example of each
commercial off-the-shelf device. The advantages of these products are numerous. M ost
importantly, extensive testing performed by the manufacturer backs their performance. M ost of
these products also have “flight heritage,” meaning they functioned successfully in other similar
aerospace applications.

Figure 2 – Off-the-shelf mechanisms that were considered for use in the design. From left to right:
Frangibolt, ERM, Hold Down and Release Mechanism, Tension Release.
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All of the considered off-the-shelf release mechanisms use materials that release a coupler
when an electric current is applied. NEA Electonics’ devices use electrical fuse wires, TiNi
Aerospace’s devices employ a shape-memory alloy to actuate, and Cooper Industries’ device uses
split-spool initiators.
These devices are also much easier to integrate into the surrounding structure, since they
attach to each of the structures with a few bolt connections. The downside to off-the-shelf units is
that they are typically very expensive. Investigations into custom release methods provides more
affordable design options.

3.2 Custom Pin-puller Concepts
In an effort to reduce costs, a new mechanism design was considered. In this new design, a
pin connection was deemed the best method of coupling and decoupling the satellites. Such a
design requires very simple motion, can reliably hold two parts together, and can be optimized
using hand calculations. Three basic pin-puller release mechanism concepts were considered, each
with differing methods of removing a pin from a link between the mechanism halves. One option
was to construct a four-bar slider-crank mechanism powered by a servomotor. The servomotor
rotates an arm of the four-bar mechanism, which removes the pin joining the baseplate tabs and the
connecting link. A simple model of this concept is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Servomotor driven four bar pin-puller concept
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The primary reason this option was eliminated was its potential to bind at any of the
rotating joints between the links. Its numerous small, moving parts would also be difficult to
machine with adequate precision.
A second option was to design a motor-driven rack and pinion gear system directly between
the pin and motor. The pin has its own teeth and serves as the rack, while the pinion is mounted
directly to the motor. This translates the rotational motion of the motor into linear withdrawal of
the pin. A model of this concept is shown in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4 - Servomotor driven rack and pinion pin-puller concept

This option was rejected due to its potential to bind at the gear mesh as well as the pin
connection. The gear teeth would also add unnecessary complexity to the design and machining
processes.
The third option examined was a linear actuator with the pin mounted directly to its lead
screw. As shown in Figure 5, the actuator takes up very little space, has very few exposed moving
parts, can simply be fastened to the baseplate, and connects directly to the pin to be removed. A
nut within the actuator rotates, causing the lead screw and the pin to move forward or backward in
a linear motion.
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Figure 5 - Linear actuator driven pin-puller concept

Of the three concepts, the linear actuator-driven idea was chosen for the custom pin-puller
design. These linear actuators have been used in vacuum, high-vibration, low temperature, and
high temperature environments similar to those the CubeSat must endure. The direct-drive concept
minimizes the amount of moving parts required for separation, thus reducing the risk of failure.
The linear actuators seemed capable of performing the same functions as aerospace off-the-shelf
components mentioned in Section 3.1, at a small fraction of the cost. For these reasons, extensive
investigations, including testing of a working prototype, were done on this concept.

4

Design Option 1: with Linear Actuator
Extensive investigation was done on a fully functional design capable of reducing cost

involved with off-the-shelf aerospace separation components. Due to the high costs of testing and
the financial risk involved from a failed test, development efforts on Design Option 1 have been
abandoned. However, progress on this design is documented in case future efforts on a low-cost
separation mechanism are justified. A prototype of this low-cost pin-puller design was fabricated
and successfully tested for basic function. In creating a prototype, key off-the-shelf components
8

have been specified with considerations described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The design in its
present state is shown as a full assembly in Figure 6.

Figure 6 - Isometric view of alternate design

This design is intended to separate at one of two pin connections to de-couple the two
satellites. One pin would be withdrawn using a linear actuator, and two spring plungers provide the
necessary force to drive the satellites apart. Each plate includes alignment legs for basic structural
support under foreseeable loads on the satellite. The alternate design in its coupled and decoupled
states is displayed in Figure 7Error! Reference source not found..

Figure 7 - Top view of alternate design, coupled (top) and decoupled (bottom)
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4.1 Springs
The two satellites must separate from each other with a specific velocity to conduct the
experiment in the allotted time. The separation mechanism structure includes springs to provide
this velocity. The springs compress when the satellites are joined, and store an amount of energy
required to separate at the desired velocity. The pin-puller separation mechanism design features
two custom spring plungers originally designed by the California Polytechnic State University
CubeSat Program, located as shown in Figure 8. These spring plungers have a threaded body
similar to a set-screw, allowing for easy installation. They also minimize the possibility of creating
debris with this secure installation. Cal Poly’s spring plungers are custom-built with the lowest
spring constant available, which minimizes sensitivity and thus benefit manufacturability the most.

Figure 8- Alternate design with spring locations circled

4.1.1 Component Selection
The custom spring plungers were selected over conventional compression springs and
spring plungers for several reasons. Compared to a standard spring, a spring plunger is much
easier to attach to the structure due to its threaded body. As opposed to similarly sized spring
10

plungers, the custom plungers have a much longer throw length and lower initial and final forces,
allowing for more precise separation forces. A potential disadvantage of spring plungers is the
precision of the thread depth. If the plungers are asymmetrically placed, they would cause rotation
of the satellites. A comparison chart shown in marketing materials from Cal Poly CubeSat is given
in Figure 9.

Figure 9 - Custom spring plunger data, compared to a typical off-the-shelf spring plunger

4.1.2 Spring Calculations
Calculations were performed using M athcad to determine the maximum allowable
displacement in the springs from the limit on separation velocity of 8 cm/s. Several assumptions
were made for these calculations:
1. The E-Sat and D-Sat have masses of 8 kilograms and 4 kilograms, respectively. The
M athcad file allows these values to easily be adjusted once the CubeSat team has better
estimates of their mass.
2. The satellites must separate in a purely linear fashion. This allows for a conservative
estimate of the separation velocity, since no energy from the spring is transferred into
rotational kinetic energy.
3. No friction losses are taken into account in calculations.
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4. The spring plungers have force properties as stated in their documentation (see Figure 9).
By applying conservation of momentum, the maximum allowable velocities of both the ESat and D-Sat were determined. Then, using conservation of energy between the kinetic energies
of the satellites and potential energy stored in the springs, the compression displacement limit of
the plungers was found. The M athCAD script used to solve for the displacement value is shown in
Appendix 2. Assuming ideal springs storing the maximum amount of potential energy , and
separation with no friction losses or rotation, the pair of spring plungers can be compressed 2.867
mm without exceeding a separation velocity of 8 cm/s.

4.1.3 Spring Testing: Force vs Displacement
The alignment of the satellites after separation is important to the experiment’s success.
Each of the two satellites are equipped with attitude control systems to adjust their relative
orientations, but these systems only tolerate rotation of 0.1rad/s. Therefore, the relative rotational
velocity between the satellite halves should be minimized. Since the pin-puller design includes
two spring plungers placed symmetrically about the center of the separation plane, these two
springs should have similar force versus displacement characteristics to keep balanced loads, thus
minimizing rotation. The springs are also aligned with the point at which either of the pins is
withdrawn enough to allow the satellites to begin moving. This minimizes the net moment about
the satellites’ mass centers.
To find force versus displacement curves for each of the 20 spring plungers, they were
evaluated using the WM U Paper Testing Lab’s Instron materials testing machine, equipped with a
load cell and LVDT sensor. The plungers were arranged in a rectangular array in holes of a
uniform depth in a flat metal fixture, shown in Figure 10. Each of the springs was assigned an
identifying number for determining pairs with similar spring constants.
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Figure 10 - Spring testing fixture, with 20 spring plungers installed in evenly-spaced holes.

Before testing, the machine’s loading head was brought as close as possible to the plunger
heads without compressing them. One by one, they were aligned beneath the loading head, and
compressed 4 millimeters. The force and displacement outputs were recorded in kilogram-force
and millimeters. The test setup is shown below in Figure 11 and Figure 12.

Figure 11 - Spring testing setup
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Figure 12 - Spring and testing head alignment

Since the force and displacement outputs were recorded as negative values, the
displacement was zeroed at the point prior to the first negative force detected. Each set of data was
plotted using M icrosoft Excel, and the least-squares regression line equation found. These
equations were integrated to determine the potential energy stored as a function of displacement,
and solved to find each spring plunger’s maximum allowable displacement. These values were
compared to find the pairs with the most similar allowable displacements. The table displaying the
results of these calculations is shown in Appendix 1, and was used with the original plotted data to
choose the best pair. Springs 2 and 6 were selected for pendulum testing, since they had very
similar allowable displacements and force vs displacement data plots, depicted in Figure 13.
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Spring Force vs Tip Displacement
0

-4
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-3

-2.5
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-1.5

-1

-0.5

0
-0.05

Measured Force (kgf)

-0.1

-0.15
-0.2
2
-0.25

6

-0.3
-0.35
-0.4

Tip Displacement (mm)

-0.45

Figure 13 - Force vs displacement for springs 2 and 6

4.2 Linear Actuators
Two Haydon Kerk G4 19000 series non-captive linear actuators are used in the pin-puller
design, as pictured in Figure 14 and Figure 15. They are used to retract pins from the ends of the
linkage holding the two satellites together. During separation, one actuator will retract its pin
while the other serves as a backup if the first fails.

15

Figure 14 - Photo of linear actuator

Figure 15 - Linear actuator dimensions
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4.2.1 Linear Actuator Trade Study
A trade study was performed to select the actuator best suited to this application. The aim
was to find an actuator that could withstand the thermal environment of space and provide the
largest force for its size and power consumption. The actuators must survive a thermal range of
−25℃ ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 45℃ and operate at a range of 0℃ ≤ 𝑇 ≤ 40℃. The WALI thermal team provided
these temperature limits. M inimum temperature of actuators is not an issue due to self-heating
properties. Integrated mounting features were also desirable. The information obtained on the
three most feasible motors is shown in Table 3.
Table 2- Manufacturer specifications considered for motors considered for selection

Possible
Components

Max
Temp

Max
Force

Weight

Body
Diameter

Mounting
Components

Power
Consumption

Min
Operating
Voltage

Haydon Kerk
19000 Series
High Output

130 C

50 N

1.24 oz

0.79 in

Included

3.38 W

5V

Empire
Magnetics
VC-U11
Stepper

130 C

-

4.5 oz

1.06 in

Separate

-

-

Haydon Kerk
Size 8 Linear
Actuator

130 C

45 N

1.5 oz

0.8 in

Included

2.45 W

2.5 V

A decision matrix was used to weight the various traits based on their importance, and
score the actuators accordingly. As shown in Table 4, actuator force, weight, and body size were
of high importance. By minimizing the size and weight of the actuator, more of the allowable
volume and mass could be allocated to the mechanism structure. The Haydon Kerk 19000 series
actuator exhibits a high force to size ratio.
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Table 3 - Actuator decision matrix
Category
Weight

0.05

0.25

0.25

0.2

0.1

0.05

0.1

1

Possible
Components

Max
Temp

Max
Force

Weight

Body
Diameter

Mounting
Components

Power
Consumption

Min
Operating
Voltage

Total

Haydon Kerk
19000 Series
High Output

0.9

0.8

0.8

0.9

1

0.6

0.6

0.815

Empire
Magnetics VCU11 Stepper

0.9

0.5

0.2

0.7

0.2

0.5

0.5

0.455

Haydon Kerk
Size 8 Linear
Actuator

0.9

0.7

0.7

0.9

0.8

0.7

0.7

0.76

4.2.2 Actuator Programming
A test setup created to actuate the pin-puller separation mechanism through remote control
is shown in Figure 16. This is the best way to show that the mechanism is able to function without
user interference, as will be the case while in orbit. The wiring diagram for this test setup is shown
in Figure 53 in the pendulum test procedure.

Figure 16- Prototype with electrical setup
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A microcontroller program was written for the purpose of running this test. This code is
also intended to be integrated with the satellite’s microcontroller program with minimal changes.
The code can be found in Appendix 4.

4.3 Structure
The structure of the pin-puller separation mechanism, explained part-by-part in Section 4.4
is based on the needs of the actuator and external requirements. This structure consisted of two
types of contact points as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17- Contact points between satellites (circled): pinned link, and alignment legs

The pinned link primarily prevents separation before mission start, while the alignment
legs prevent misalignment and reduce the loads on the pinned link. Two separate actuator mounts
connect the linear actuators to each baseplate and align them with the pin connections. The
structure is intended to support the loads expected during launch without exceeding the defined
mass limit of 0.700 kilograms. Preliminary finite element analyses were run on this design’s
components to obtain insight into the mechanism’s stress distribution, as discussed in Section 4.5.
However, this pin-puller design was abandoned before the geometry was optimized for weight
reduction.
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4.4 Prototype Structure Fabrication and Assembly
Although this design was abandoned, the pin-puller mechanism in its most recent design
state was fabricated since all required components were more readily available than those for the
Ejector Release M echanism design. This working prototype is to only be used in validating
methods for testing that can be easily transferred to Design Option 2 after it is fully assembled. As
a note, some deviations were made to the design in order to improve manufacturability of the
prototype.

4.4.1 Base Plates

Figure 18 - Base plate (Left – concept part, Right – Machined Part)

Base plates were CNC milled from 5/8” thick 7075-T6 aluminum sheet. Though a different
and less expensive alloy could be used for prototyping purposes, 7075-T6 was used in all
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components as originally designed. This ensures familiarity with its machinability in future
production of critical satellite components, thus reducing risk of complications. In the interest of
manufacturing ease, simplicity in geometry is prioritized resulting in the base plates being CNC
machined to exact design. Due to Planetary Systems Corporation requirements, tab alignment
must be within 0.005in surface flatness. To meet this requirement, combined flatness between the
separation mechanism’s base plates and the structure team’s bottom plates must be less than
0.005in. To resolve this tight constraint, the separation mechanism’s base plates are cut with
oversized outer dimensions and are aligned using the alignment legs’ bolt holes. The sides are
machined resulting in their relative flatness to be less than 0.001in, thus allowing wider tolerances
to the WALI structural team.
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4.4.2 Alignment Legs

Figure 19 - Alignment leg (Left – concept part, Right – Machined Part)

Alignment legs were machined from 5/8” diameter round stock of 7075-T6 aluminum (as
originally designed). Using a South Bend lathe, the critical dimensions were achieved with a
tolerance of ±0.001in height, which matches the original design’s print tolerances required to
maintain straightness of the rest of the satellite’s structure. Alignment legs could have been
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machined as part of the base plates. However, this would not allow for easy adjustability if leg
dimensions fall out of tolerance and cause a bad mate when the satellites are linked.

4.4.3 Pin Tabs

Figure 20 - Pin Tabs (Left – concept part, Right – Machined Part)

Pin tabs were machined from 7075-T6 aluminum billet using a Bridgeport mill. To ensure
that the reamed pin holes are perfectly aligned across the clevis joint, all holes (bolt holes for
mounting, and center hole for the pin) were drilled into the block before cutting the block into the
two tabs. Some non-critical dimensions, originally assigned for weight reduction, were neglected
for the sake of reducing machining time.
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4.4.4 Actuator Mount

Figure 21 - Actuator Mount (Left – concept part, Right – Machined Part)

Actuator mounts were machined from 7075-T6 aluminum billet using a Bridgeport mill.
For actuator mounts, the only critical dimensions are bolt hole positioning for mounting, and the
height of the actuator compared to the outer face of the base plate. M any non-critical dimensions,
originally assigned for weight reduction, were neglected for the sake of reducing machining time.

4.4.5 Pins

Figure 22 – Pin (Left – concept part, Right – Machined Part)
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Pins were machined on a South Bend lathe. Their outer diameter was compared with the
inner diameter of the pin tabs until a slip-fit was achieved. To avoid rotation of the pin, a flat was
milled onto the pin for a set screw to very lightly engage. For installation onto the linear actuator,
an M 2x0.4 female thread was tapped into one side of the pin.

4.4.6 Link

Figure 23 – Chain link (Left – concept part, Right – Machined Part)

The chain link was machined from 7075-T6 aluminum billet using a Bridgeport mill. This
part was made last so that an assembly could be partially done to measure the exact distance
between the reamed holes. Some non-critical dimensions, originally assigned for weight reduction,
were neglected for the sake of reducing machining time.
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4.4.7 Assembly
In Figure 24 an exploded view of the pin-puller design is shown to be used for assembly of
the prototype.

Figure 24 - Exploded view of design option one

Components are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

10-32 Flat-Head x12
¼-28 Flat-Head Screw
Baseplate x2. M ain structural component, to be mounted as one face of CubeSat.
Locating Cup & Cones x4. Prevents shearing and rotating motions between E-Sat and DSat
Set Screw, x4, required to prevent pin rotation
Clevis Tab x4
Clevis Pin
Flex-Lock Nuts, designed for high vibration
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9. Actuator M ount
10. Lead-Screw Linear Actuator
11. 6-32 Bolts
12. Spring Plunger. Provides separation velocity
13. Chain Link. Allows redundancy in actuators. Spring Plunger M ounting Feature. Sets
compressed height of spring to limit work provided by spring.

4.5 Simulations
The simulations performed in finite element analysis software on the mechanism models
included static force and vibration analyses. The vibration simulation has two parts: a natural
frequency analysis and a random vibration analysis.

4.4.1 Static Force Analysis
In the static force analysis, “pin constraints" were placed at all bolt holes to simulate
mounting to the rest of the CubeSat structure. The model was subjected to 35 times the
acceleration of gravity in one direction on each axis due to component symmetry. This magnitude
comes from the Chapter 7 requirements document mass acceleration curve, which is based on the
Titan IV rocket’s launch behavior1 (see Figure 25). Assuming a 12 kilogram satellite mass, the
acceleration can be found to be 35 g (343.35 m/s^2).

Figure 25 - Mass Acceleration Curve for Spacecraft Structural Design
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Since the satellite structure is fixed in place using tabs along its length, the mechanism is
assumed to be fixed at the bolt holes along the baseplate perimeters. These holes are clearly visible
in Error! Reference source not found.. Due to this condition, the mechanism simply has to
support 35 times its own weight, with a safety factor of 2.6 for ultimate tensile strength 1 (220M Pa
maximum for 7075-T6 aluminum). During the design of the structural components, especially the
baseplates and alignment legs, these simulations were run to determine the best areas for weight
reduction in the structure to meet the 0.700 kilograms limit. Simulation results are shown below.
From these results, it can be concluded that the greatest stresses in the assembly tend to be
at bolt holes. This is because the software has the capability of simulating bolt preloads in a
structural assembly. Initial values for preload were entered for each fastener, but in many cases, it
is shown that stress from preload exceeds the maximum acceptable stress of 220 M Pa. This pinpuller design was dropped after running preliminary finite element analyses, and thus
recommended torques for each bolt in this configuration were not established. Bolt preloads were
optimized on the Ejector Release M echanism design, discussed in Section 5.
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Figure 26 - Static load simulation results for a connecting pin of the pin-puller design

Figure 27 - Static load simulation results for a linear actuator mount of the pin-puller design
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Figure 28 - Static load simulation results for a baseplate of the linear actuator design (front view)

Figure 29 - Static load simulation results for a baseplate of the linear actuator design (rear view)
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Figure 30 - Static load simulation results for the connecting link of the linear actuator design

Figure 31 - Static load simulation results for an alignment cone of the linear actuator design
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Figure 32 - Static load simulation results for an alignment cone of the linear actuator design

Figure 33 - Static load simulation results for the pin tabs of the linear actuator design (top view)
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Figure 34 - Static load simulation results for the pin tabs of the linear actuator design (bottom view)

4.4.2 Vibration Analysis
Constraining the separation system for vibration analysis involved holding fixed the edge of
the baseplates nearest to the clamped tabs. In Figure 35 through Figure 37 below, this fixturing is
shown by orange or green arrows.
The first of the vibration analyses was meant to determine the natural frequency of the
separation mechanism. The requirement for the separation system is the same as the remainder of
the satellite; the stiffness must be high enough so that the fundamental frequency is greater than
100 Hz. The assembly’s lowest natural frequency and its mode shape are shown in Figure 35
below. It displays a natural frequency of 184.7 Hz, well above the minimum.
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Figure 35 - Lowest natural frequency and corresponding mode shape for the pin-puller design (184.7 Hz)

Figure 36 - Natural frequency mode shape 4 for the pin-puller design (186.92 Hz)
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Figure 37 - Natural frequency mode shape 5 for the pin-puller design (485.94 Hz)

This design was dropped before random vibration simulations could be run on this assembly.
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5

Design Option 2: with Ejector Release Mechanism
As mentioned in Section 3.1, an Ejector Release M echanism (ERM ) was considered for use

in the separation mechanism design, but was initially ignored due to its cost. After updating the
decision matrix, it was found that a separation mechanism with an ERM more effectively fulfills
the mission requirements, and outweighed the additional cost. Thus, the design concept for a pinpuller was left in favor of an ejector release mechanism. Figure 38 depicts this design.

Figure 38 - Separation mechanism model using Ejector Release Mechanism (ERM)

5.1 Ejector Release Mechanism
The Ejector Release M echanism (ERM ) utilized with this design will be a modified E250
from TiNi Aerospace. These ERM s utilize titanium and nickel shape memory alloys and a detent
to hold a coupler and any attached deployable. When commanded to actuate at lowest temperature
and lowest current, function time is approximately 0.325 seconds. A kickoff spring is present to
eject the coupler if there is no external tension, which is the case in this design. Figure 39 shows
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an ERM in its coupled configuration (left) and de-coupled configuration (right). A custom ERM is
required because the standard kickoff springs would exert excessive force on the satellites, and
cause them to exceed the allowable separation velocity.

Figure 39 - Ejector Release Mechanism (ERM) in coupled configuration and de-coupled configuration.
Note the built-in kickoff spring.

5.2 Structure
The structure of this design is very similar to that of the pin-puller design. It consists of two
baseplates that act as full faces of each satellite, alignment legs in a cup-and-cone configuration for
alignment and extra support, and a device to allow for de-coupling once triggered. Instead of
placing a clevis joint in the center, an ERM takes its place.
The structure of this design is much simpler than the first option. This makes the ERM
design more manufacturable, stronger in high vibration, and less likely to fail during actuation.
Figure 40 shows an exploded view of this design.
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Figure 40 - Exploded view of design option two

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ejector Release M echanism (TiNi Aerospace # E250)
6-32 x ½” cap screw
6-32 x ½” flat head vented screw
Base Plate
Locating Pins
Base Plate

5.3 Simulations
Similar simulations were performed on the ejector release mechanism design: static force
analyses were run by using gravity loads in the X, Y, +Z, and -Z directions. Two simulations were
run in the Z direction to account for the asymmetry of the design. Then, natural frequencies were
calculated, and finally, random vibration analyses were run in all three axes .

5.3.1 Static Force Analysis
Again, the model was subjected to an acceleration 35 times that of gravity on each axis.
The results of this load applied in the positive Z direction are shown in Figure 41 through Figure
43. Note that the stresses at the bolted connections are mostly due to bolt preload, and stresses due
to gravity loads are negligible.
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Figure 41 - Static load simulation results for the Ejector Release Mechanism design

Figure 42 - Close-up of ERM design maximum stress under static load
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Figure 43 – Static simulation with reduced bolt preload

It can be seen as the bolt preload is dropped, maximum stress drops as shown in Figure 43.

5.3.2 Vibration Analysis
Both vibration analyses were performed on the ERM design. First, its natural frequencies
were determined as shown in Figure 44-Figure 48, in the same fashion as the alternate pin-puller
design. As shown in Figure 44, the first natural frequency of the mechanism is 502.22 Hz, well
above the required 100 Hz.
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Figure 44 - Natural frequency mode shape 1 for the ERM design (502.22 Hz)

Figure 45 - Natural frequency mode shape 2 for the ERM design
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Figure 46 - Natural frequency mode shape 3 for the ERM design (679.76 Hz)

Figure 47 - Natural frequency mode shape 4 for the ERM design (748.93 Hz)
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Figure 48 - Natural frequency mode shape 5 for the ERM design (1198.8 Hz)

The second vibration analysis involved subjecting the model to random vibrations matching
the baseline spectrum outlined in the following table and figure from the UNP User’s Guide1
chapter 7 requirements. Simulation results shown in Figure 50 through Figure 52 show RM S
stresses due to vibration, and indicate that the mechanism will endure such a test with no
noticeable damage, such as yielding or failure.
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Table 4- Random vibration test spectrum, applied in simulations

Figure 49 - Random vibration test spectrum plot
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Figure 50 – Simulation results for ERM design: RMS stresses due to random vibration in X axis. Maximum
stress of 21.66 MPa

Figure 51 – Simulation results for ERM design: RMS stresses due to random vibration in Y axis. Maximum
stress of 14.88 MPa
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Figure 52 – Simulation results for ERM design: RMS stresses due to random vibration in Z axis. Maximum
stress of 98.33MPa
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6

Decision Matrix
A decision matrix was used to select the better of the two actuation methods. In it, the

linear actuator-driven pin-puller and the Ejector Release M echanism were evaluated based on
several aspects. As shown in the following matrix, the methods were rated based on device
weight, overall mechanism size, design simplicity and manufacturability, flight heritage, and the
amount of testing required on the mechanism to prove its flight readiness.
Table 5 - Pin-puller and ERM decision matrix
Category
Weight

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.1

0.4

0.2

1

Design
Options

Resettability

Device
Weight

Overall
Mechanism
Size

Design
Simplicity and
Machinability

Flight
Heritage

Testing
Required

Total

0.8

0.7

0.8

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.580

0.8

0.7

0.5

0.7

1

0.8

0.815

Custom Linear
Actuatordriven Pinpuller
TiNi Ejector
Release
Mechanism

A separation mechanism built around a TiNi ERM is the better of the two options. The
weight of the device triggering separation is important, since a lower device weight allows for
greater flexibility in mass allocation, for both the separation mechanism and the entire CubeSat.
Although an ERM simplifies the design by having its own redundancy, it must be oriented so that
it projects outside of the 60 mm gap allocated for the separation mechanism between the satellites.
This was not an issue with the custom pin-puller mechanism. The most important factors in
comparing the design options were their flight heritage and the amount of future testing required.
A design incorporating an ERM requires much less testing, since the operation of such devices has
been validated through extensive tests and successful space applications.
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7

Mechanism Testing
Several calculations and assumptions have been made for the design of the separation

mechanism. To validate these calculations, tests must subject the mechanism to conditions it is
expected to see in its application. The main test to perform on this part is the pendulum test,
explained below.

7.1 Pendulum Test
The pendulum test is made to validate calculations made for the separation mechanism’s
rotational and linear velocity. The two satellites are hung from tall pendulums that allow linear and
rotational motion, as if the satellites were in microgravity (see Figure 54). The motion of these
satellites are to be captured on video to give quantitative values for linear and rotational velocity.

7.1.1 Success Criteria
The conclusion of the test will be either “pass” or “fail.” If the test results show separation
velocity and rotational velocity that agree with calculations, the test passes. However, qualitative
observations, such as collision between satellites, or flaws in the test setup that cause preventable
error, may override results to “fail” or “inconclusive” at the test supervisor’s discretion. In such a
case, the test setup or separation mechanism design must be altered until a repeatable “pass”
conclusion is reached.

7.1.2 Materials
The materials required to run pendulum tests are listed below. These cover the prototypes
to be tested, the pendulum setup, and the electrical setup.





Separation M echanism V3 (with pin-puller)
Separation M echanism V4 (with ERM )
Prototype Structures for E-Sat and D-Sat
Pendulum setup:
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o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Slotted plate
8 small threaded eyelets, to be installed directly into prototype structure
2 threaded eyelets, to be installed into slotted plate
2 swivels that reduce resistance in line twisting.
Scissorlift (for mounting slotted plate to high ceiling)
Pin Puller Electrical Circuit:
Two 6V batteries
Wireless receiver/switch (part # RCS-RF)
680kΩ Resistor
470kΩ Resistor
1M Ω Resistor
M ega 2560, programmed with FINAL_Stepper.ino (see Appendix 3)
Haydon Kerk Linear Actuator (part # 19343-05-A16)
Single-strand wire
H-bridge
Small bread board (to create voltage divider with resistors, and add H-bridge)

7.1.3 Procedure
The following step-by-step procedure is intended to be printed so WALI can easily
reproduce results. These steps include setup, testing, and data analysis.
1. Setup:
1.1. Prepare Separation M echanism for actuation:
1.1.1. For alternate design (Separation Mechanism V3):
1.1.1.1.
Assemble the separation mechanism onto prototype structure.
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1.1.1.2.

Wire the separation mechanism as shown in wiring diagram. The entire
circuit shall fit inside one of the two satellites’ prototype structures.

Figure 53 - Wiring Diagram for Test Setup

1.1.1.2.1.
The pin-pulling mechanism is controlled using a M ega 2560
microcontroller. Other microcontrollers may be used if they have at least 4
PWM outputs and 4 digital inputs.
1.1.1.2.2.
A voltage divider is used to obtain a signal voltage of approximately
5V. If necessary, a 1M Ω resistor may be placed in parallel with the 470KΩ
resistor to reduce signal voltage.
1.1.1.3. Four different commands are available for actuating the satellite. To activate
each command, apply 5V to the corresponding analog pin:
1.1.1.3.1. Manual Retract (Analog Pin 5)
Retracts the pin 1 revolution. This command loops until signal is no
longer applied to the appropriate pin.
1.1.1.3.2. Manual Extend (Analog Pin 3)
Extends the pin 1 revolution. This command loops until signal is no
longer applied to the appropriate pin.
1.1.1.3.3. Auto Retract (Analog Pin 4)
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Retracts the pin for the distance required to allow decoupling. Once
started, the board does not require a signal in order to continue this
process.
1.1.1.3.4. Auto Extend (Analog Pin 2)
Quickly resets the pin by extending it as far as it was retracted in Auto
Retract. Once started, the board does not require a signal in order to
continue this process.
1.1.1.4. Using these four commands, place the separation mechanism in the
“coupled” configuration.
1.1.2. For ERM design (Separation Mechanism V4):
1.1.2.1. Refer to documentation provided by TiNi Aerospace for resetting procedure
of ERM E250.
1.2. Prepare prototype structure for test:
1.2.1. The prototype structure must have the following mass and moment of inertia
properties in order to produce accurate results:
1.2.1.1.

D-Sat M ass:__________________

1.2.1.2.

D-Sat Ix :_____________________

1.2.1.3.

D-Sat IY:_____________________

1.2.1.4.

E-Sat M ass:__________________

1.2.1.5.

E-Sat Ix :_____________________

1.2.1.6.

E-Sat IY:_____________________

1.2.2. To achieve these values, add weights to the prototype structure. Save calculations
used to determine weight values and locations for future reference.
1.2.2.1.
Ensure that prototype structures’ centers of mass are in positions identical to
the final satellite.
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1.3. Prepare pendulum assembly:
1.3.1. Using high strength fishing line, tie 4 pairs of eyelets to the following length:
___________________
1.3.2. These pairs of eyelets will be installed directly onto the prototype structure (see
Figure 54).
1.3.3. Assemble the pendulum test setup as shown in Figure 54:
1.3.3.1.
Note that swivels are used to allow line twist with minimal resistance.
1.3.3.2.
Eyelets in the slotted plate shall have spacing equal to the distance between
centers of mass between the two satellites.
1.3.3.3.
Line lengths shall be adjusted such that both satellites are at equal heights.
Eyelets are threaded to allow fine-tuning of height. This ensures that gravity
plays as little interference as possible in this test.
1.3.3.4.
Ensure that the tension on all 4 lines of each satellite are equal by strumming
these lines. Use the threaded eyelets to adjust the tension in these lines until
equal tension is achieved.

Figure 54 - Pendulum Test Setup for rotation in Y axis

1.4. Camera Setup:
1.4.1. Position the camera above or below the satellites.
1.4.2. M ark the center of mass of each satellite.
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1.4.3. Create backdrops with incremented distances. These will be used to determine
speed of the satellites. Grid paper with a rigid backing is recommended as a backdrop.
1.4.3.1.
Increment used: _________________
1.4.4. Position the backdrops as close to the satellites as possible without interfering with
satellite motion.
2. Pendulum Test:
2.1. Ensure that camera is running and capturing ideal images. Adjust camera setup as
necessary.
2.2. Remotely initiate actuation:
2.2.1. To initiate separation, press “A” on the key FOB.
2.2.2. The system may delay of up to 11 seconds before actuation begins.
2.2.3. Once actuation begins, press “A” on the key FOB again.
2.2.4. Actuation with Separation M echanism V3 is a slow process. In contrast, actuation
with Separation M echanism V4 will occur in under 350ms.
2.3. After separation:
2.3.1. To prevent costly damage to prototype parts, catch both satellites as they exit the
frame of the camera.
2.3.2. Remove satellites from the pendulum.
2.3.3. Stop cameras and upload video to computer for analysis.
2.4. Rotation in the Y-axis has now been tested. Rotation must now be measured along the Xaxis:
2.4.1. Remove the eyelets from the prototype structure.
2.4.2. Re-install the eyelets as shown in Figure 55.
2.4.3. Repeat Steps 2.1 through 2.3.3.

Figure 55 - Pendulum Test Setup: for rotation in X axis
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3. Data Analysis:
3.1. Using videos obtained during test, determine linear separation velocity of each satellite:
3.1.1. E-Sat relative to static origin
3.1.2. D-Sat relative to static origin
3.1.3. D-Sat relative to E-Sat
3.2. Determine rotational separation velocity of each satellite:
3.2.1. E-Sat relative to static coordinate system
3.2.2. D-Sat relative to static coordinate system
3.2.3. D-Sat relative to E-Sat
3.3. Compare this data to preliminary calculations.
3.4. As necessary for test accuracy, make documented changes to procedure and re-run test.

7.1.4 Results and Discussion
One trial was run with a 3D-printed model D-Sat and E-Sat, using the working prototype
(from alternate design) to separate the two bodies. For this validation of the pendulum test, the
model D-Sat had mass of 524g, and the model E-Sat had mass of 2098g. The two bodies were
hung from pendulums with length of approximately 5.182m. Taut-line hitch knots, which allow for
adjustable length, were used to ensure that all pendulums are the same length and that the
prototype structure is held level with the ground. Using a small level confirmed that satellites were
level with the ground. For scale, a board with 1cm thick stripes was placed behind the prototype
structure, as shown in Figure 56.
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Figure 56 - Pendulum test in action

Results were found by analyzing the first 7 video frames after separation. Distance was
measured using the scale in the background as a reference. The plot in Figure 57 shows an R 2 value
greater than 0.95, implying that distance is a linear function of time. T his result allows us to find
the separation velocity, which is the slope of this line. Since lighter satellites were used along with
greater spring compression, separation velocity was predicted at 30.06cm/s. This test resulted in a
separation velocity of 29.251cm/s, which shows an error of 2.79%. This low error is a promising
result for the effectiveness of the pendulum test.
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Figure 57- Distance measurements in frame-by-frame analysis

The remote control worked as intended, allowing the separation mechanism to actuate
without touching the satellites. While this prevented some error in the test, many other sources of
error were identified.
For example, the pendulums were not long enough to simulate linear motion. The lighter of
the two bodies only traveled 4.5cm horizontally before reaching the peak of its travel. The heavier
of the two bodies traveled less than 1cm before coming to a stop. After separation, video of the
trial shows that the two bodies quickly decelerate as they move further apart, making it difficult to
measure the initial separation velocity. As shown through calculations in Appendix 4, this can also
be expected from prototypes with identical mass to the 4 kilogram and 8 kilogram satellites
expected for the final CubeSat design.
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Also, video footage shows the satellites swinging before separation due to airflow. By
separating while in motion, the velocities of the two satellites were offset by the velocity of the
combined satellite before separation.

7.1.5 Sources of Error
This test is intended to represent the satellite in orbit as well as possible on Earth. However,
the following differences between application and testing cause error:
1. Pendulum Losses: Friction may be a factor in all fasteners and the line itself. To minimize the
effects of pendulum losses:
1.1. Use lightweight lines to hang the satellites. This reduces kinetic energy in the lines. Strong
fishing line is recommended.
1.2. Lubricate all swivels and eyelets.
2. Gravity: Due to the law of conservation of energy, the CubeSats will increase in altitude and
decrease in velocity as they travel along the pendulum. A longer pendulum will prevent this.
See Appendix 4 for details.
3. Aerodynamics: The density and velocity of air in the test environment is very different from
those at low earth orbit. Such conditions are difficult to reproduce in a pendulum test.
4. Incorrect inertia properties: This test only provides accurate data if prototype structures are
weighted properly. M ass, center of mass, and moments of inertia must match those of the
satellites.

7.1.6 Pendulum Test Conclusion
This test passes for feasibility. Very low error shows that calculations agree with
experimental data. However, many sources of error have been observed that may have greater
effect at lower separation velocities.
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To reduce error in the pendulum test, it is recommended to use a camera with greater
resolution than used in this trial (8M P), and greater frame rate than used in this trial (35 fps). This
allows more data points and higher resolution in distance measurement.
Pendulum tests have been run by NASA on previous separation mechanisms that involve
larger assemblies and higher separation forces 2 . These larger values cause the sources of error to
become negligible. Due to the many unavoidable sources of error in this type of test, an alternate
approach may be required. For example, a flat, frictionless surface such as an air table could better
represent the zero-gravity environment in 2D motion.

7.2 Air Table Test
Air table testing is performed with the same intention as pendulum testing: to validate
calculations of the separation motion. This test is recommended as an alternative to pendulum
testing if speeds cannot be accurately measured. By placing the satellites on a level frictionless
surface to observe separation, the linear velocity of separation can be measured much more
accurately than with pendulum testing. This method is therefore recommended as a substitute for
pendulum testing.

7.2.1 Success Criteria
The conclusion of the test will be either “pass” or “fail.” If the test results show separation
velocity and rotational velocity that agree with calculations, the test passes. However, qualitative
observations, such as collision between satellites, or flaws in the test setup that cause preventable
error, may override results to “fail” or “inconclusive” at the test supervisor’s discretion. In such a
case, the test setup or separation mechanism design must be altered until a repeatable “pass”
conclusion is reached.
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7.2.2 Materials
The following materials are required to run this test:





o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Separation M echanism V3 (with pin-puller)
Separation M echanism V4 (with ERM )
Prototype Structures for E-Sat and D-Sat
Air Table
Pin Puller Electrical Circuit:
Two 6V batteries
Wireless receiver/switch (part # RCS-RF)
680kΩ Resistor
470kΩ Resistor
1M Ω Resistor
M ega 2560
 Programmed with FINAL_Stepper.ino (see Appendix 3)
Haydon Kerk Linear Actuator (part # 19343-05-A16)
Single-strand wire
H-bridge
Small bread board (to create voltage divider with resistors, and add H-bridge)

7.2.3 Procedure
The following step-by-step procedure is intended to be printed so WALI can easily
reproduce results. These steps include setup, testing, and data analysis.
1. Setup:
1.1. Prepare Separation M echanism for actuation:
1.1.1. Pin Puller design (Separation Mechanism V3):
1.1.1.1.
Assemble the separation mechanism onto prototype structure.
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1.1.1.2.

Wire the separation mechanism as shown in wiring diagram. The entire
circuit shall fit inside one of the two satellites’ prototype structures.

Figure 58 - Wiring Diagram for Test Setup

1.1.1.2.1.
The pin-pulling mechanism is controlled using a M ega 2560
microcontroller. Other microcontrollers may be used if they have at least 4
PWM outputs and 4 digital inputs.
1.1.1.2.2.
A voltage divider is used to obtain a signal voltage of approximately
5V. If necessary, a 1M Ω resistor may be placed in parallel with the 470KΩ
resistor to reduce signal voltage.
1.1.1.3. Four different commands are available for actuating the satellite. To activate
each command, apply 5V to the corresponding analog pin:
1.1.1.3.1. Manual Retract (Analog Pin 5)
Retracts the pin 1 revolution. This command loops until signal is no
longer applied to the appropriate pin.
1.1.1.3.2. Manual Extend (Analog Pin 3)
Extends the pin 1 revolution. This command loops until signal is no
longer applied to the appropriate pin.
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1.1.1.3.3.

Auto Retract (Analog Pin 4)
Retracts the pin for the distance required to allow decoupling. Once
started, the board does not require a signal in order to continue this
process.
1.1.1.3.4. Auto Extend (Analog Pin 2)
Quickly resets the pin by extending it as far as it was retracted in Auto
Retract. Once started, the board does not require a signal in order to
continue this process.
1.1.1.4. Using these four commands, place the separation mechanism in the
“coupled” configuration.
1.1.2. ERM design (Separation Mechanism V4):
1.1.2.1. Refer to documentation provided by TiNi Aerospace for resetting procedure
of ERM E250.
1.2. Prepare prototype structure for test:
1.2.1. The prototype structure must have the following mass and moment of inertia
properties in order to produce accurate results:
1.2.1.1.

D-Sat M ass:__________________

1.2.1.2.

D-Sat Ix :_____________________

1.2.1.3.

D-Sat IY:_____________________

1.2.1.4.

E-Sat M ass:__________________

1.2.1.5.

E-Sat Ix :_____________________

1.2.1.6.

E-Sat IY:_____________________

1.2.2. To achieve these values, add weights to the prototype structure. Save calculations
used to determine weight values and locations for future reference.
1.2.2.1.
Ensure that prototype structures’ centers of mass are in positions identical to
the final satellite.

1.3. Prepare air table.
1.4. Camera Setup:
1.4.1. Position the camera above the satellites.
1.4.2. M ark the center of mass of each satellite.
2. Air Table Test:
2.1. Ensure that camera is running and capturing ideal images. Adjust camera setup as
necessary.
2.2. Remotely initiate actuation:
2.2.1. To initiate separation, press “A” on the key FOB.
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2.2.2. The system may delay of up to 11 seconds before actuation begins.
2.2.3. Once actuation begins, press “A” on the key FOB again.
2.2.4. Actuation with Separation M echanism V3 is a slow process. In contrast, actuation
with Separation M echanism V4 will occur in under 350ms.
2.3. After separation:
2.3.1. To prevent costly damage to prototype parts, catch both satellites as they exit the
frame of the camera.
2.3.2. Remove satellites from the pendulum.
2.3.3. Stop cameras and upload video to computer for analysis.
2.4. Rotation in the Y-axis has now been tested. Rotation must now be measured along the Xaxis. Reset the separation mechanism and place the satellites on the air table re-oriented to
test rotation in the X-axis.:

3. Data Analysis:
3.1. Using videos obtained during test, determine linear separation velocity of each satellite:
3.1.1. E-Sat relative to static origin
3.1.2. D-Sat relative to static origin
3.1.3. D-Sat relative to E-Sat
3.2. Determine rotational separation velocity of each satellite:
3.2.1. E-Sat relative to static coordinate system
3.2.2. D-Sat relative to static coordinate system
3.2.3. D-Sat relative to E-Sat
3.3. Compare this data to preliminary calculations.
3.4. As necessary for test accuracy, make documented changes to procedure and re-run test.
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7.2.4 Sources of Error
In analyzing results for air table testing, the following must be taken into consideration:
1. M otion is two-dimensional. Rotation cannot occur unless the axis is normal to the surface.
2. Friction is still possible on these surfaces, though it is minimized.
3. Airflow may influence the motion of these satellites.

8

Conclusions
The ERM separation mechanism design consists of two plates that act as entire faces for

each satellite. Bridging these two faces is an ERM E250 from TiNi Aerospace. Four sets of
locating cups and cones provide resistance in shearing and bending motions between the two
satellites. This device reduces the total number of components required for the separation
mechanism, and is therefore beneficial to risk management and manufacturability.
A pin-puller design was investigated in depth in an effort to reduce cost. This design
involves utilizing linear actuators in order to pull a pin from a clevis connection. A working
prototype of this design was fabricated and assembled in order to validate testing techniques that
are transferrable to the ERM design.
In testing the working prototype, many previously unknown flaws were found in the
pendulum test. Therefore, an air table test is recommended as a better alternative.

9

Recommendations
As stated through the report, it is highly recommended to proceed with the second design

(with ERM ) for use in the CubeSat mission. This minimizes risk of failure by reducing the number
of required components, and using a device that has been well-validated in the past.
If further investigation is being made into the pin-puller design, it is recommended to
optimize the geometry, then run several tests that validate the reliability of the linear actuators.
These tests include vacuum bake out, random vibration, and shock testing, all performed per
procedure in Chapter 7 of the UNP User’s Guide.
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It is also recommended to investigate the effectiveness of air table testing as an alternative
to pendulum testing. Air table testing has potential to eliminate many of the sources of error
present in pendulum testing.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Spring Testing Data

Estimated
Displacement
Limit (m)

Sorted Low to
High

0.29125651
0.08773304
0.17297941
0.26832602
0.16391397
0.12262457
0.14087366
0.08104292
0.10095875
0.09367147
0.10514115
0.06361743
0.04937110
0.31439311
0.09970481
0.27599477
0.22132718
0.05709856
0.15307110
0.22565036

0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667
0.00426667

0.00262872
0.00275089
0.00273793
0.00264182
0.00281395
0.00274886
0.00272621
0.00271292
0.00279914
0.00280791
0.00273908
0.00281066
0.00279691
0.00257979
0.00278720
0.00261586
0.00266074
0.00283326
0.00273234
0.00268663

0.00257979
0.00261586
0.00262872
0.00264182
0.00266074
0.00268663
0.00271292
0.00272621
0.00273234
0.00273793
0.00273908
0.00274886
0.00275089
0.00278720
0.00279691
0.00279914
0.00280791
0.00281066
0.00281395
0.00283326

14
16
1
4
17
20
8
7
19
3
11
6
2
15
13
9
10
12
5
18

16
1
16
1
4
17
7
19
3
11
3
2
6
13
9
13
12
10
12
5

Difference

Max Energy (J)

0.02969990
0.00894628
0.01763899
0.02736164
0.01671457
0.01250423
0.01436512
0.00826408
0.01029493
0.00955183
0.01072141
0.00648717
0.00503445
0.03205917
0.01016706
0.02814363
0.02256909
0.00582243
0.01560891
0.02300993

Best Match

Intercept (N)

1013.30
1063.86
1011.98
1019.54
961.17
1040.09
1044.80
1099.69
1016.97
1015.59
1060.62
1034.92
1055.54
1038.45
1026.91
1036.05
1038.99
1022.72
1030.96
1014.25

Corresponding
Spring

Intercept (kgf)

0.103328
0.108484
0.103194
0.103964
0.098012
0.106060
0.106540
0.112137
0.103702
0.103561
0.108153
0.105533
0.107635
0.105893
0.104716
0.105648
0.105948
0.104289
0.105129
0.103425

Slope (N/m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Slope (kgf/mm)

Spring

Table 6 - Spring testing data and calculations

1.286E-05

1.148E-06
2.029E-06

2.233E-06
2.749E-06
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Appendix 2: Mathcad Spring Calculator
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Appendix 3: Simulation Verification Calculations
To confirm the accuracy of finite element models, hand calculations have been done on a simple
cantilevered beam, 100mm long, 211.8mm wide, and 6.35mm thick. A 14.1g load is applied to the
beam as uniformly distributed. Figure 12 in AWC’s book of beam design formulas 7 gives
equations that allow for easy comparison to this finite element model. The expected deflection is as
follows:
𝑤𝐿4
Δ=
8𝐸𝐼
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝜌 = 2.81𝑔/𝑐𝑚3
𝑤 = 𝜌 ∗ 𝑎 = 2.81 ∗

10−3 𝑘𝑔 1003 𝑐𝑚3
3.7792533𝑘𝑔
∗
∗ (. 2118𝑚 ∗ .00635𝑚) =
3
3
𝑐𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝐿 = .1𝑚
𝐸 = 71.7𝐺𝑃𝑎

𝐼=

1
1
∗ 𝑏 ∗ ℎ3 =
∗ .2118 ∗. 006353 = 4.519244994𝑒 − 9 𝑚4
12
12

3.7792533𝑘𝑔
∗ 9.81 ∗ 14.1𝑚/𝑠 2 ) ∗. 14 𝑚4
𝑤𝐿4 (
𝑚
Δ=
=
8𝐸𝐼 8 ∗ 71.7𝑒9𝑁/𝑚2 ∗ 4.519244994𝑒 − 9𝑚^4
Δ = 2.01 𝑒 − 5 𝑚
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Figure 59- Finite element model

Percent error: 8.52%
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Appendix 4: Arduino Program for Pendulum Test
//constants:
//NOTE: EXTENDING IS POSITIVE
const int stepsPerRevolution = 360/15; // number of steps per revolution. This is set by the manufacturer and cannot be
changed.
const int stepsPerInch = 1/0.002; //number of steps required to travel 1 inch
const int stepsPerMission = (30/25.4)/0.002; //number of steps required to pull pin. 27mm required in this design.
Added 3mm because I can

//SETTINGS: ALL OF THE VARIABLES DEFINED BELOW ARE ADJUSTABLE.
//PIN DEFINITIONS:
int autoextendpin = 2; //This is the pin you need to send signal voltage to in order to extend the actuator
int manualextendpin = 3; //OPTIONAL FEATURE FOR ASSEMBLY. MANUALLY EXTENDS ACTUATOR.
int autoretractpin = 4; //Sending signal voltage to this pin retracts the actuator. You want to retract an actuator to pull a
pin.
int manualretractpin = 5; //OPTIONAL FEATURE FOR ASSEMBLY. MANUALLY RETRACTS ACTUATOR
int motorpin1 = 10; //RED wire of stepper motor
int motorpin2 = 11; //BLACK wire of stepper motor
int motorpin3 = 12; //GREEN wire of stepper motor
int motorpin4 = 13; //BLUE wire of stepper motor
//Constants:
int motorRPM = 60; //Speed desired for motor in RPM. Don't go too fast or you'll lose force and skip steps.
#include <Stepper.h>
// initialize the stepper library on pins 8 through 11:
Stepper myStepper(stepsPerRevolution, motorpin1, motorpin2, motorpin3, motorpin4);
void setup() {
myStepper.setSpeed(motorRPM); //sets speed of motor
Serial.begin(9600); //Enable comms with serial monitor
}
void loop() {
if(analogRead(manualextendpin) > 3*1024/5)
{
Serial.println("Manual extend activated. Unplug jumper cable from digital pin to stop actuator.");
user
myStepper.step(stepsPerRevolution); //
}
else if(analogRead(autoretractpin) > 3*1024/5)
{
// step one inch in the other direction:
Serial.println("Auto Retract activated. Mission underway..."); //message for user
myStepper.step(-stepsPerMission); //Rotates the stepper ONE REVOLUTION.
Serial.println("MISSION COMPLETE");

//message for

Serial.println("___________________________________________________________________________________
_______________");
delay(5000);
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}
else if(analogRead(autoextendpin) > 3*1024/5)
{
Serial.println("Auto Reset activated. Resetting pin for next test trial."); //message for user
myStepper.step(stepsPerMission); //Rotates the stepper ONE REVOLUTION.
Serial.println("RESET COMPLETE");
Serial.println("___________________________________________________________________________________
_______________");
delay(5000);
}
else if(analogRead(manualretractpin) > 3*1024/5)
{
Serial.println("Manual retract activated. Unplug jumper cable from digital pin to stop actuator.");
Serial.println("___________________________________________________________________________________
_______________");
myStepper.step(-stepsPerRevolution); //
}
else
{
Serial.println("Awaiting orders from user. \nTo manual extend, apply 5V to digital pin 3");
Serial.println("To manual retract, apply 5V to digital pin 5");
Serial.println("To auto retract, apply 5V to digital pin 4");
Serial.println("To auto extend, apply 5V to digital pin 2");
Serial.println("___________________________________________________________________________________
_______________");
delay(1000);
}
}
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Appendix 5: Pendulum
The following calculations are based off of calculations through numerical software.
The .xmcd file used for calculation is available to WALI after release of this report. This allows
WALI to adjust inputs such as mass and separation velocity in order to more closely meet their
application.
The energy released to send a 4 kilogram CubeSat and 8 kilogram CubeSat at 8cm/s is
8.533*10-3 J. This is distributed with 2.844*10-3 J to the E-Sat, and 5.689*10-3 J to the D-Sat. Given
the equation:
𝑃𝐸 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑔 ∗ ℎ
This means that the E-Sat reaches a height of 0.03626mm, and the D-Sat reaches a height
of 0.145mm. In the arc-shaped motion of a pendulum with a radius of 5.18m, this translates to a
horizontal distance of 19mm for the E-Sat, and 39mm for the D-Sat.
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Appendix 6: Project Budget
Table 7 - Budget

Transaction

Expenses

Description

1

$

220.00

Cube sat springs

2

$

217.74

Actuators (5V)

3

$

79.86

4

$

130.25

5

$

99.57

Aluminum plate

6

$

21.03

Flat Head Screws

Actuators (12V, bought due to lead-time)
M achine Tooling (M ariTool)

Table 8 - Funds remaining for WALI

Funds total

$

4,200.00

Funds spent

$

768.45

Funds Remaining

$

3,431.55
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Appendix 7: Resumes
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Appendix 8: ABET Questionnaires
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